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1. Carl Hansen & Son is presenting a new take on an old classic—the curved CH78 lounge chair, nicknamed the “Mama Bear chair,” origi-

nally designed by the late Danish furniture designer Hans J. Wegner.

2. Diving into the mysteries of Earth, sky, sea, and space, Studio Greytak’s “Universe” collection presents functional sculpture pieces, 

including the solid aragonite Luna lamp with a porcelain globe light.

3. Louis Poulsen’s latest Panthella Table 320 lamp reveals its classic non-glaring light and soft mushroom silhouette with a new medium 

size for contemporary spaces. 

4. Created in Grasse by Louis Vuitton’s master perfumer, Jacques Cavallier Belletrud, Étoile Filante is a fragrance voyage for the season, 

rooted in the floral aroma of osmanthus. 

5. In celebration of its 60th anniversary, diptyque is introducing a selection of “Decoration” collections, including porcelain tableware, 

Murano glassware, vases, trays, candle accessories, and more.

6. Originally designed for an art collector’s private home by the Cape Town–based furniture design company OKHA, the Curator sofa wel-

comes its owner to rest, recline, and reflect.

7. Imagined by Virgil Abloh, Baccarat’s “Crystal Clear” collection mixes art, heritage, modernity, and elegance for a selection of limited-

edition and numbered lighting, tableware, and glassware. 
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1. OFF-WHITE’s Burrow Bag line follows designer Virgil Abloh’s 

Meteor Shower premise, showing circular cutouts on an unlined 

bag—available in two sizes and in black, white, red, camel, and 

ocher yellow.

2. Her Dior: Maria Grazia Chiuri’s New Voice is a Rizzoli-published 

anthology presented by Dior that celebrates 33 women 

photographers, showing portraits, décor photos, and iconic 

images from previous women’s collections.

3. Hermès’s rose gold Nantucket watch features a double 

rectangular face—one set with 186 diamonds—on the house’s 

iconic Chaîne d’ancre bracelet, originally designed in 1991 by 

Henri d’Origny.

4. After three years and over 140 tests, Chanel’s bold Rouge 

Coco Bloom lipsticks reveal themselves as the perfect combination 

of color, long-lasting hold, and shine in 20 vibrant shades.

Thousand Fell is unveiling footwear for the future with an entirely 

recyclable sneaker, designed in a closed loop system with zero 

waste.

5. This season, sacai partnered with artist Hank Willis Thomas 

for “LOVE OVER RULES”—a two-part campaign aimed to choosing 

love over fear, available at Bergdorf Goodman and both in person 

and online at sacai. (Photo by Emmanuel Sanchez Monsalve, 

courtesy of sacai.)

6. Louis Vuitton’s “LV Trainer Upcycling” collection draws inspiration 

from the house’s first Trainer style, reimagined with existing 

calfskin, suede, and other materials from the house’s atelier in 

Fiesso d’Artico. 
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